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This product contains an outline on torts. Topics covered include intentional torts, negligence, strict

liability, products liability, nuisance, survival of tort actions, wrongful death, and immunity. It also

covers release and contribution, indemnity, workers' compensation, no-fault auto insurance,

defamation, invasion of privacy, misrepresentation, injurious falsehood, interference with economic

relations, and unjustifiable litigation.
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The information in the book is solid. The review materials in the back are very difficult to navigate.

There is a section for "yes/no" type questions, but there are more "maybe" "perhaps" "debatable"

"possibly" answers than solid black and white answers which is tough when preparing for the baby

bar. Also, the ESSAYS OMG their sample essay questions, while brilliantly written are horrible.

They can not possibly be answered in an appropriate IRAC format in anything less than two hours -

and they have to be done in one hour for the bar and the baby bar exam. Yes, I know I'm just a

lowly 2L, but my husband is a practicing attorney in four states, passing the bar exam in each state

on the first try, and even he could not answer those questions in an hour. Plus, their "model

answers" are in no recognizable format, certainly not the exalted IRAC format, and they are chock

full of conclusory statements that would make any law professors eyes roll back. Again, the material

is great, but the "review materials" should just be ignored. I decided to use another method book for

sample essay questions - Flemmings is great - I'm having good luck with that so far.

Great on point and additional options for research online of cases in reference



Wordy

Really enjoyed using Gilbert more so than Emanuel. Helpful and thorough explanations. It was a

great supplement. I used it for two weeks before my final to touch up on the course, which proved to

be the most useful for me.

The Gilbert's Law Summary's are an excellent tool for getting the meat out of the casebooks. This a

a solid case brief book will get you most of what you need.The case brief book zero's in on the case

and what you must know, but additional research on the Internet will firm up the back story of the

case.I love the Gilbert's Summary's and would not use any other.

Book was in awesome shape!!!

Great

Lengthy, however Gilbert's outlines are the best on the market. If you are having trouble in any

subject this is the book to use..
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